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• At least some loss of sight diagnosed at six weeks
• Total blindness by age eight
• Type I Diabetes diagnosed at age one
• Massive seizures caused by out-of-control blood
sugar due to diabetes
• Family was informed that I had a 50% chance of
surviving to five years of age
• Had three comas before my fifth birthday
• Physicians did not expect me to live past 21 years
old

GENERAL
MEDICAL
HISTORY:

WHEN
SOMETHING
WORKS, BE
OPEN TO
KEEPING IT
GOING NO
MATTER HOW
OLD OR
STRANGE

• Harvard doctor looked at my med routine (two
shots a day of mixed regular and NPH insulin)
• Although 20 years “out of date” he kept with it.
• This was done because it was empirically
working, and other options would have been
hard to manage.
• He had led and published newer four-shot-a-day
routines that were consider the standard in the
mid-1990s.

CONTINUE D…

• They would have offered greater theoretical control.
• However, they would have been impossible to carry
out given the resources I had available.
• Making changes just to do the newest thing is not
always best
• For example: If a filling looks a bit worn and could be
replaced, but no actual pathology is present, the
patient may prefer just to “watch”.

David M. Nathan, MD

WHEN
SOMETHING
WORKS FOR A
PATIENT, DON’T
BE OVERT IN
CRITICIZING IT
IF YOU THINK
SOMETHING IS
‘BETTER’ OUT
THERE

• Not long ago, an endocrinology fellow
wondered why I still used NPH (medium
duration).
• NPH is now considered very old technology.
• Its particular action curve let me avoid worrying
about a noontime blood sugar check and insulin
draw.
• This was important because there were times
when such could not happen due to lack of
volunteer assistance.

CONTINUE D
• At times, data may say newer or different protocols
are ‘better’.
• For some patients, these may not be possible to
implement for practical or other reasons.
• So please be careful about criticizing even if you think
their routine is old or odd in some other way.
• If a patient is empirically doing well, be careful about
judging their protocol as this makes the patient—and
the hard work they put in to stay healthy—feel
disrespected.

DON’T GET CAUGHT BY SHINY NEW
MEDS AND TOOLS
• Health professionals sometimes forget
each patient’s situation is unique.
• This can be particularly impactful for those
with unusual or challenging situations and
trusted regimens.
• Do your best not to be subject to
marketing of “miracle cures/devices”.
• As change for change’s sake does not
always serve patients or the healthcare
system well.
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-05-16/healthcare-harm-doctors-culture-prevention-unnecessaryprocedures
https://khn.org/news/article/why-your-dentist-might-seempushy/?utm_campaign=KHN%3A%20First%20Edition&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=128154932&_hsenc=p2ANqtz
--ECGRj-GnLp692jiuQoAYvHO3100aifS5Rfaxn4XBbk3W7tQ8AbB2Phzki-fPRiR_P3Xu5eGYaI3K-cNY9tis_hSxjVVw591awqv2ywyzFbtSxbQ&utm_content=128154932&utm_source=hs_email

ATTE NTION TO INTE RACTIO N OF ME DS
IN PE OPL E WITH DISABIL ITIE S NE E DS
PARTICUL A R C ARE

• After my first China trip in 2008, my pulse rate was
too high.
• Whether pollution caused the problem or not we
cannot say.
• Internist prescribed beta blockers to slow pulse.
• Problem?
• Beta blockers also keep diabetics from recognizing
their blood sugars have gone low by suppressing
awareness of lows.

• My mother found some concerning things on the
internet about beta blockers and diabetics.
• Going to birthday dinner with my med volunteers.
• Others who were third year med students saw I was
terrifyingly pale.
• We got juice into me, but I had no idea my sugars were
in the low thirties or maybe even upper twenties.
• At these levels, many diabetics are in a coma or
dangerously near it.
• We changed the med we were giving me to something
that would not suppress my autonomic reactions to low
blood sugars.
• The internist in question admitted he forgot to check
the PDR for potential complications. I never saw him
again.

HOW DID
WE CATCH
THE
PROBLEM?

• Many patients with chronic health challenges will
depend on you to be extra careful in prescribing
meds.
• Please be sure to discuss meds and their potential
impact on your patients with them.
• Their current meds may or may not represent
their entire history and the history you have may
not be complete in important details.
• On hearing the story of the beta blockers in an
earlier talk, one of your recent dental grads told
me they immediately put the PDR on their phone.
• Please do this yourselves.

TAKING
TIME TO
TALK
THROUGH
CHANGE IS
GOOD

• I’m told that a potentially dentally relevant
interaction would be steroids and diabetics.
• As you doubtless remember/know, steroids can be
hard on a diabetic’s blood sugar management.
• Most diabetics may handle a few bad days well
enough.
• But some, like me, will find steroids hard to
manage.
• So please talk these things through with your
patients before prescribing something even if your
knowledge and the PDR says it should be okay.

STEROIDS
AND
DIABETICS

CHOICES
MATTER

• The choices health professionals make and
attitudes they carry can have a huge impact
on patient’s compliance and outcomes
• According to a recent study by Iezzoni Et Al
from Harvard published in February of 2021 in
the Journal “Health Affairs”:
• 82 percent of U.S. physicians said they believe
people with significant disabilities have a worse
quality of life than those who are not
disabled.
• Sometimes that’s true, sometimes it isn’t.
• Our quality of life will be worse if you
decide it for us
• Please do not add to our challenges by asking
patients to overcome your negative attitudes as
well as their health concerns.
• Help reduce the barriers we face by
keeping an open mind and seeing your patients
as people not health conditions.

• Three days before I was to make my first trip to
China
• My then-dentist found and was working on a cavity
on a tooth where one already had been filled.
• It turns out the cavity was bigger than they
expected and from my perspective the tooth
literally exploded.
• His first thought was: “We’ll need to put a crown
in”.
• On being told I would need to come in in ten days
to get the crown put in
• My first thought was…

THE DENTIST
AS RAPID
INTERVENTION
FORCE:

• I’ll be in Beijing that day.
• On hearing this, Dr. Tom pulled together some materials
he had in the office and made a temporary crown.
• Yes, temporaries go in all the time
• But not ones meant to survive a trip to Asia and the
likely need to make it to mid-March when I would next
be home.
• The temporary went in, I went to China, and it survived
from early January to Mid-March when the permanent
one went in.
• This is the perfect example of how a dentist can
significantly improve outcomes for any patient and
particularly for a patient with special needs and special
plans that had taken a great deal of effort to put
together.

CONTINUED

• If a patient has trouble with the movements
needed for brushing, flossing will very likely also be
a problem.
• If a diet needs to be modified to account for dental
work,
• Does the patient have both the biochemical and
practical resources needed to manage the change
(even if its temporary)
• If they have caregivers, are those people aware of
what needs to be done to manage through the
impact of dental procedures?

I SSU E S M A N Y
PAT I E N T S M AY
HAVE TO DE A L
WI T H T H AT
DE N TA L
PRO F E SSI O N A L S
SH O U L D WAT C H
FOR:

• Dental professionals have long been key
teachers of complex post-op protocols
• If you must teach patients or caregivers complex
protocols:

TRAINING ON
PROTOCOLS
MATTERS

• Be sure the patient and/or their current
caregiver understands and can repeat the
needed steps.
• Some will be able to manage a dental
professional’s preferred regimens
• Some wont due to biochemical, practical, and
cultural reasons.
• All of these reasons matter, and all need to be
heard and accommodated where possible.
• For example: putting in and taking out partials

I S S U E S M A N Y PAT I E N T S M AY H AV E TO D E A L
W I T H T H AT D E N T I S T S S H O U L D M A K E S U R E
P H A R M AC I S T S A N D / O R C A R E G I V E R S A R E
WAT C H I N G F O R :

• Can meds you prescribe be labeled in ways that work
for people with reading challenges?
• Are there tools to help patients know what meds
they are dealing with aka braille labels, different
container shapes etc. if regular labels won’t work.?
• Do patients understand, and can they use, delivery
devices for prescribed meds (or prepared food)?
• Does the prescribed regimen work with the patient’s
lifestyle?
• Is the regimen, and any teaching materials to be taken
home, provided in the patient/caregiver’s native
language?

PATIE NTS SUFFE R WH E N
TH E IR H E ALTH CONSULTANTS
DISMISS TH E IR PROBL E MS

• For example, this is a frequent
challenge for injured high-school and
college athletes who may be pushed to
return to play too early.
• Disabled patients can have problems
getting into the clinic or around it.
• They may also have problems navigating
the exam room
• Some will have issues managing their
home environments

FULL MED
PROTOCOL

DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO FROM
POWERPOINT SLIDE 20
Dr. Boris Veysman hands Dr. Weed the lancet and wakes up the glucometer by
inserting the test strip. Dr. Boris touches the end of the test strip to Dr. Weed’s
thumb, which allows blood into the strip for a reading. Then Dr. B gives Dr. Weed
an alcohol pad to sanitize thumb and stop bleeding.

DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO FROM
POWERPOINT SLIDE 21
Read the transcript below for how volunteer Liz Min describes the process she is
following to draw one dosage from one vial of Dr. Weed’s insulin.
[Liz] – Okay, so now we don’t have the air bubble anymore. So I’m going to draw
down to seven. There. And then slowly pull out the needle.

• Training of health professions students about how longterm health challenges are managed at home and work
must be strengthened
• Some health professions schools now require students
to do home visits with patients.
In my view all should do this because:
• The literature shows home visits save money, strengthen
training and empathy, improve outcomes, and reduce
visits to clinic and the Emergency Department

THE NEED
FOR
STRENGTHEN
ED AND
BETTER
INTEGRATED
TRAINING

Letter in Article in Archives of
Ophthalmology:
• Showed students spending an hour a week with me
had significant impact on their later clinical practice
Unpublished research presented at American
Public Health Association (APHA)Chicago2015
• Shows most health profession schools don’t
require exposure to patients’ home and work
environments. Presented at APHA-Chicago2015

MY
RESEARCH

DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO FROM
POWERPOINT SLIDE 24
Read the transcripts below to learn about three of Dr. Weed’s former volunteers
[Melissa Vollbracht, MSW/LCSW] – Real life symptom management at home is an important experience for any healthcare
consultant working with real life patients. Knowing how that person manages their medications, manages their diet, and interacts
with other people in their home and their physical environment is really important to understanding practical and efficient and
effective patient care. I think finding opportunities to be in the homes of patients that you maybe interact with primarily in offices
informs your treatment, empathy, and advocacy for patients when they are in your office because you understand the context of
what someone might be coping with in their home.

[Dr. Ben Trapp, DDS] – Working with Dr. Weed gave me increased insight into the human condition and some of the challenges
that people go through every day especially as it relates to, not only their physical health but especially their mental health. And I
think taking those factors into account when treating patients in a holistic way is the most effective and important.

[Dr. Boris Veysman, MD] – You got to work one-on-one with a person with an actual, clinical, medical problem, and you also got to
know them, something a human being would do. This is one of the best decisions I've ever made. I learned more than I ever
realized I would. And I will always be grateful to him for that.

MEDIC AL
STUDENTS
WITH
DISABILITIES

• 18.7% of the US population and up to 8.9
percent of US residents aged 18 to 24 have at
least one disability (Waliany)
• Less than 1% of medical students have
disabilities known to school administrators.
(Waliany)
• A study published in 2012 found that since 2001,
only 0.56% of matriculating and 0.42% of
graduating medical students have physical or
sensory disabilities (Eickmeyer)
• 95.9% of medical students graduated after six
years (AUSOMA)
• I could find no similar statistics on students
working toward dental professions.
• When you’re next together in the same space
with them, look around and see if 8% of your
students have noticeable disabilities.
• I’ll bet you may see a few but certainly not 8%
worth.

• While walking to an appointment on the main
campus at Yale, I ran into a partially erected flower
cart that was hanging over the sidewalk.
• I bashed my upper front teeth very hard.
• I did not have overt tooth damage
• But when my dentist looked at my teeth, there
were new microfractures in the enamel.

”THE STATE
OF THE
PHYSIC AL
PLANT C AN
HAVE A HUGE
IMPACT”

• Anyone disabled or not can slip or take a fall
especially considering Minnesota winters.
• When you have a disability and need help accessing
healthcare, the risk attached to unsafe
environments can be greater.
• If you see things or places that look dangerous to
you, please say something if you can.

IF YOU SEE
SOMETHING
SAY
SOMETHING

UNDERSTANDING PATIENTS’ HOME AND WORK LIVES IS
KEY: SO IS ACCOMMODATION IN THE CLINIC AL SETTING

•
•
•
“ E X T R A AT T E N T I O N I S
N E E DE D TO SC H E DU L E
C H A N GE S F O R PAT I E N T S
WI T H DI SA BI L I T I E S.”

•
•
•
•
•

One of the key issues in thinking about patients
with disabilities is transportation from home to
the clinic.
Many, like me, won’t be able to self-transport
and will need to organize help to get there.
As a result, pre-emptive moves to warn fragile
patients of schedule changes can make their
lives easier, far more so than for many others.
I had a long-standing endocrinologist
appointment.
They did not tell me they would be out of
town.
I missed seminar for appointments.
Only a resident and fellow were there so I had
them take me to the waiting room.
I was able to get to half of seminar, but I still
had to miss class.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/26/cvs-aetnawants-be-in-your-neighborhood-because-zip-codes-powerfully-shapepeoples-health/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.e6bd36f2c595

A FEW THOUGHTS ON HOW TO
MAKE THE CLINIC ACCESSIBLE
Ramps:
• Must be at least 36” wide after handrails (42” before)
• Ramps longer than 6’ need railings on both sides
• Railings must be sturdy and between 34” and 38” high
• Slope must be less than 1’ of increased height for
every 12’ distance

A FEW THOUGHTS ON HOW TO
MAKE THE CLINIC ACCESSIBLE
Ramps Continued:
• For every 30’ horizontal length of ramp, need a 5’
landing
• 5’ landings need to allow wheelchairs to turn at top,
bottom, and at switchbacks
• Between landings, there should not be a rise of more
than 30”
• Must be firm, stable and non-slip

A FEW THOUGHTS ON HOW TO
MAKE THE CLINIC ACCESSIBLE
Doors:
• No more than a 1/4th threshold high
• 32” wide doors (as measured when the door is open to a
90° angle relative to direction of travel)
• If there is one, the button to open doors must be accessible,
IE not behind furniture as I recently encountered in the
lobby of a building where my orthopedics clinic is housed
Carpets:
• NO wrinkled rugs or carpets
• A maximum pile thickness no more than 1/2 in (13 mm) high.
• Exposed edges of carpet need to be fastened to floor
surfaces and have trim along the entire length of the exposed
edge.

A FEW THOUGHTS ON HOW TO
MAKE THE CLINIC ACCESSIBLE
Passageways:
• 32” wide and clear after accounting for people
extending their legs
• In many settings, findable Markers to indicate location
and give direction throughout the clinic such as
NaviLens or a guide should be provided in case blind
patients don’t have sighted guides or if the guide is
not going to the exam room/counter with the patient

EXAM ROOM ACCESSIBILITY
NEEDS:
Floor and Space:
• Adequate turning space (Minimum space required is
30”x48”).
• The sink and other dental tools may pose a navigational
challenge for a wheelchair user so that 32-inch aisleway
needs to go straight through the door of the dental bay
straight through to the chair.
• Clear floor space is needed along both sides of the dental
chair as some patients can only transfer on their right or
left side.
• The chair needs to be lowerable to the point where the
level of the “seat” is 17-19 inches above the floor.
Assistance with getting legs up onto the chair may be
needed.
• For example: Some patients may require a lift to transfer
into the dental chair. Some wheelchairs can lean backmight consider doing dental work that way- dentist may
need to stand.
• Arguably open dental bays (those without closed doors)
can pose a HIPAA violation risk as discussions of medical
histories can be heard by others outside the space.

Paperwork:
• Paperwork on meds and history needs to be
accessible before arriving at the clinic.
• Too often, I have had to fill out paperwork verbally
while in the waiting room. This violates HIPPA.
• An isolated room needs to be available for patients
who can’t fill out paperwork silently or someone
may need to go over history as well as meds once
in the dental bay.

A FEW
THOUGHTS
ON HOW TO
MAKE THE
CLINIC
ACCESSIBLE

• Too many times, desk staff have asked my guide, not
me, what we were doing there.
• Whether the patient has a GED or a Ph.D., staff
should always interact with the patient first.
• Remind staff to discuss things like whether a
companion needs to come back to go over
paperwork and so on quietly.
• Someone on staff should known American Sign
Language

RESPECT
MATTERS

Laws and Regulations:
https://www.ada.gov/2010_regs.htm
Design Standards:
https://www.ada.gov/2010ADAstandards_index.htm
Technical Assistance Materials:
https://www.ada.gov/ta-pubs-pg2.htm

https://www.theindependencecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Creating-Disability-Friendly-Dental-Practices_Final2.pdf

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
SEE:

“Sometimes this isn’t possible, but the more we can find ways to reduce
risk the less chance people who already face extra barriers will have to
climb extra healthcare and regular life mountains while recovering,
maintaining, and improving their health.”

DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO FROM
POWERPOINT SLIDE 39
Dr. Weed:
• Skis with James Hayes, an adaptive ski instructor, on Gore Mountain in upstate New York
• Rollerblades through Central Park with volunteer Sarah Hamilton
• Wall climbs in Connecticut with Nate McKenzie and Colin Crofton of Paradox
• Kayaks on Lake George in New York
• And speaks at Hong-dandan in Beijing, China. A transcript of his comments are below.
[Dr. Weed] – It depends. There are 50 states, so each state, sometimes, has its own
organizations that arise.

CONCLUSION AND THANKS
Thank you:
• To Dr. Blue in the office of faculty development and the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Committee for inviting me to speak today.
• To Ms. Kamryn Neu, a graduate from the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs for her help with
putting the presentation together and for her help in operating the computer today.
• To Ms. Shannon Gregory, for her help with many of the videos
• To the people listening
• To the many people—most volunteers but not all—who have helped me do everything you saw and
heard about in this presentation and more.
Sponsored by The University of Minnesota School of Dentistry’s Office of Faculty Development and the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee of the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry

Contact Information:
Email at matthewweedconsults@gmail.com
LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-weed-08a72412/
Website at www.drmatthewweed.com

